Two thousand and twelve twenty-six September – 2 October  [ NUCLEAR CRISIS ]

'No nukes!' Protest in front of business HQ

September 26, 2012

About 1,300 citizens on September twenty-five staged a protest in front of the business Federation (Nippon Keidanren) building Against increasing business pressure on the Government to ignore public Demand and to Continue Promoting Nuclear energy. The event took place under the Leadership of a People’s Coalition Which Organizes Anti-Nuclear demonstrations every Friday in front of the Prime Minister’s Office. A forty-year-Old woman Said, “I've Believed That Our Society Experts make work for U.S., but I'll no longer leave it to OTHERS.” A 44-year-Old man Said, “As I took part in the weekly demonstrations in front of the PM Office, I Became aware who the Puppeteers Are really moving the Government.” The Government was about to approve a NEW energy Which Strategy . AIMS for the elimination of Nuclear power Operations WITHIN the 2030S at a Cabinet Meeting on September 19 However, just Before the Meeting took place, Representatives of p’s three major business Organizations (Nippon Keidanren, p Association of Corporate Executives – Keizai Doyukai, and p Chamber of Commerce and Industry –. ”. Society Will not Accept That The business policy” [CC] News held a joint conference, demanding the retraction of the ”zero” policy Keidanren Chairman Yonekura Hiromasa Nuclear Stated, The Government then Decided not to approve the new energy strategy at the Cabinet meeting.